Rules for HOSA Advisors

1. Never forget that your role is ADVISOR. The best chapter advisors encourage and guide students to do the work of the chapter.

2. HOSA is a “student-led” organization. Make sure the chapter is student-led.

3. If you find yourself working too hard, step back and look at what you are doing. Delegate tasks to HOSA members. You will be surprised at what they can do when given a chance.

4. Point out connections. It is your responsibility to help students connect their HOSA learning and activities with their future health career.

5. Do not get discouraged. When members do not do what is expected, remember it is not personal.

6. HOSA is designed to be fun. Look around. Make sure all HOSA members get involved.

7. Encourage – don’t pressure. Celebrate the good and use the challenges to improve. But, most of all, sit back and watch HOSA members achieve and succeed – the real reward for being a HOSA chapter advisor.